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Abstract

Building a Knowledge Base (KB) from un-
structured text is one of challenges in natu-
ral language processing. From 2009, National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
has been annually opening challenge, Knowl-
edge Base Population (KBP)1, for this work.

In this paper, we focus on automatic knowl-
edge base population by Cold Start Slot Fill-
ing (Cold Start SF)2 which is a kind of NIST
KBP. We will use Distant Supervision (DS),
widely used to this problem, to extract feature
from unstructured text and map sentence to
feature space. We also use neural network to
extend representation power of feature. Some
cases, we can not find the answer using DS.
In this case, we use bidirectional Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) to find the answer.

1 Introduction

Knowledge Base (KB) such as YAGO(Mahdisoltani
et al., 2014), Wikidata3 is a kind of database which
represent relation between data. Generally KB is
represented as triplet like Spouse(”Barack Obama”,
”Michelle Obama”) which means that ”Barack
Obama” has Spouse relation to ”Michelle Obama”.
KB is used to various artificial intelligence system
(e.g. IBM Watson) as important part. Building and
maintaining KB by hand is practically hard. For this
reason, building a KB from unstructured text such
as news article is important technology.

1http://tac.nist.gov/2016/KBP/index.html
2http://tac.nist.gov/2016/KBP/ColdStart/index.html
3https://www.wikidata.org/

NIST TAC KBP, the challenge for this work,
is consist of 5 tracks (Cold Start SF/KB, Entity
Discovery and Linking, Validation/Ensembling,
Event, Source-and-Target Belief and Sentiment
Evaluation). In this paper, we focus on Cold Start
SF track. SF is a kind of relation extraction. Given
text data (e.g. New York Times 2013) and query
(e.g. Spouse(”Barack Obama”, ?)), we should find
answer (e.g. ”Michelle Obama”) and justification
(e.g. ”President Barack Obama and first lady
Michell Obama.”). Cold Start means that we should
start from empty KB, in other words, we can not
search relation from our KB. If we build the system
for Cold Start SF, we can automatically build and
extend a KB by using only text data. It can be used
to reduce time of doctor and lawyer(Gordon, 2003).
Many research institute such as Stanford Univer-
sity(Angeli et al., 2015), New York University(He
and Grishman, ), University of Massachusetts
Amherst(Roth et al., 2015), Carnegie Mellon
University(Kisiel et al., ) have been participating in
NIST TAC KBP Cold Start SF.

From this year, NIST KBP starts cross-lingual
(English, Chinese, Spanish) Cold Start SF. We only
participate in English Cold Start SF. NIST KBP
2016 English Cold Start SF is consist of around
30000 document (around 922,663 sentence), 1350
query (for hop 0) and 65 relation. The criteria for
NIST KBP Cold Start SF are precision5, recall6 and

4https://tac.nist.gov/2015/KBP/ColdStart/guidelines
/TAC KBP 2015 Slot Descriptions V1.0.pdf

5Precision = (# of correct output) / (# of output)
6Recall = (# of correct output) / (# of answer in answer



Table 1: Example of relations in NIST KBP Cold Start SF4

Relation Description
per:title Official or unofficial name(s) of the employment or membership positions of

the assigned person.
per:spouse The spouse(s) of the assigned person
org:top members employees The persons in high-level, leading positions of the assigned organization.
org:city of headquaters Location of the headquarters of the assigned organization at the city, town,

or village level.

F17 score. F1 score is main criteria for NIST KBP
Cold Start SF.
In this paper, we will use Distant Supervision (DS)

based method to extract feature from unstructured
text and map sentence to feature space. We also
use neural network to extend representation power
of feature. Some cases, we can not find the answer
using DS based method (e.g. When we can not find
candidate from sentence). In this case, we use bidi-
rectional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to find
the answer.

2 Relate Works

In this section, we will explain approach to solve SF.
First, relation extraction using Distant Supervision,
second, Multi-Instance Multi-Label Learning, third,
Recurrent Neural Network.

2.1 Relation extraction using Distant
Supervision (DS)

Relation extraction using DS(Mintz et al., 2009)
is general and instinctive way to solve SF(Fan
et al., 2012; Mintz et al., 2009; Zelenko et al.,
2003). DS assumption is that if two entity have
a relation and there are sentences which include
two entity, then sentences have high probability to
represent relation. For example, if we know relation
Capital(”South Korea”,”Seoul”), then the sentence,
”Seoul is the capital and largest metropolis of the
South Korea.”, have high probability to represent
relation, Capital(”South Korea”,”Seoul”).

Relation extraction using DS use the pattern (fea-
ture) of sentence which represent relation (Figure
1-(a)). In previous Capital(”South Korea”,”Seoul”)
example, we can extract feature, ”B is the capital

sheet)
7F1 = 2 * Precision * Recall / (Precision + Recall)

and largest metropolis of the A.”. If we find the
sentence replaced A, B to other entity pair C,D,
”D is the capital and largest metropolis of the C.”,
then we can extract relation Capital(”C”,”D”) from
the sentence. We will define the type of feature,
for example, 1)words between entity pair 2)words
on path between entity pair in dependency tree of
sentence are widely used as feature.

Extracted feature by using DS is not always
represent relation (Figure 1-(b)). Entity pair can
have more than one relation (e.g. spouse and
family). Extremely, entity pair can appear in one
sentence by chance. For example, there are not
only Capital(”South Korea”,”Seoul”) relation, but
also Cities(”South Korea”,”Seoul”). Although the
sentence, ”This meeting is open in the Seoul, South
Korea.” include both ”South Korea” and ”Seoul”,
this sentence doesn’t represent Capital(”South
Korea”,”Seoul”) relation. To solve this problem,
1)use active learning to decrease noise(Angeli et
al., 2014b; Sterckx et al., 2014) 2)use Statistical
Relational Model to add inference rules(Niu et al.,
2012; Angeli et al., 2014a) were suggested. Another
way to use DS is making negative example using
DS(Zhang, 2015). For example, if we know that
Capital(”South Korea”,”Ulsan”) is wrong, then
every sentence which include both ”South Korea”
and ”Ulsan” will not represent Capital relation.

2.2 Multi-Instance Multi-Label Learning
(MIML Learning)

As we mentioned in 2.1, the entity pair can have
more than one relation. MIML Learning(Surdeanu
et al., 2012) is method to learn all relation be-
tween entities. To extract relation using MIML,
first, the system finds all sentence which include



Figure 1: Example of feature extraction by DS

Figure 2: Example of features used for relation extraction
using DS.

entity pair. Second, the system use every sen-
tence as input to z classifier. After second
process, the system make relation vector by
using all output of z classifier. Each element of
relation vector represent relationi. Next, each
element of relation vector was used as input to
y classifieri. The y classifieri makes output
that the entity pair has relationi relation or not.

2.3 Recurrent Neural Network

Figure 3: Example of classify sentence using BRNN

Both relation extraction using DS and MIML

Figure 4: This figure describes the whole process of our
system.

Learning extract the relation between entity pair, in
other words, to solve SF by using these ways, we
find candidate of answer first. When the type of an-
swer is person or organization, we can find candi-
date by using Named Entity Recognizer. When the
type of answer is job or a kind of crime, finding can-
didate of answer is hard. In these case, Using the
Bi-directional Recurrent Neural Network (BRNN)
was suggested(Vu et al., 2016). They use BRNN
to classify whether the sentence represent the rela-
tion or not. For example (Figure 3), if the query
is per:title(”Barack Obama”, ?), then find all sen-
tence which include ”Barack Obama” and then use
every sentence as input to BRNN. BRNN makes bi-
nary output which means that the sentence represent
per:title relation of ”Barack Obama”. And then find
job candidate using other algorithm.

3 Model

In this part, we will introduce our system for KBP
2016 Cold Start SF. The procedure is as following
(Figure 4). First, find all sentences which contain
the entities of the given query. Second, if we can



find candidates from the sentence by using Named
Entity Recognizer, then we find candidates and use
DS based approach. If we can not find candidates
from the sentence, use Neural Networks approach.
After finding the answer, we filter the answer using
properties of the query (e.g. single-value slot, the
type of answer is city).

3.1 Distant supervision based approach

One of necessary conditions for relation extraction
using DS is enough data to extract feature (pattern)
of relation. However, the more data is used, the more
features (with noise) are extracted. When we use too
many feature, it require too much computation dur-
ing training and test. Finally it can cause slowing
down and performance degradation. To avoid this
problem, we deleted features which the number of
appearances is less than k.
One of characteristics of natural language is that

same meaning can be expressed in several ways.
Therefore the recall of relation extraction using DS
is low.
To solve above problems, we used separated fea-

ture rather than combined feature. In figure 2, re-
lation extraction using DS used word sequence be-
fore/between/after entity pair and part of speech
of the word sequence (e.g. ”Astronomer (en-
tity1) was/VERB born/VERB in/CLOSED (entity2)
Marshfield”) as one feature. We used each part of
pattern (e.g. ”was born in”) as one feature (figure 5)
We used DS based approach to classify whether the

candidate is the answer or not when we can find can-
didates from the sentence. We extract features (Ta-
ble 1) from the sentence by using Natural Language
ToolKit8 , Stanford NLP tools (POS tagger9, depen-
dency parser10 and Named Entity Recognizer11) and
WordNet12. We used 2-layer perceptron to classify
whether the candidate is the answer or not when we
can find candidates from the sentence.

Type of feature Feature

Based on location
of feature

Words between entity pair
Words after entity pair
Words before entity pair
Words on dependency path
between entity pair
Words on dependency path
after entity pair
Words on dependency path
before entity pair

Based on property
of feature

Lemma of words
POS of words
Named entity tag of words

Others

The number of words
between entity pair
Order of given entity
and the candidate

Table 2: Table of feature

Figure 5: Example features we used for DS based ap-
proach.

3.2 Neural network

As some relations are hard to find answer candidates
using Named Entity Recognition, it is hard to ap-
ply Distant Supervision to those relations. To solve
this problem we used two Neural Networks. The
first Neural Network classify weather the input sen-
tence represents given relation or not. The second
one finds the answer words in the sentence that we
found in the first Neural Network.

8http://www.nltk.org/
9http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml

10http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/stanford-
dependencies.shtml

11http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
12http://wordnet.princeton.edu



Figure 6: Find the answer words using BRNN

As the input to the Neural Networks, we used the
following vectors appended to the Word2Vec vector
of each word in a sentence.

one-hot encoding of POS/one-hot encoding of
NER/whether the input is in Word2Vec vocabulary
(1) or not (0)/whether the input is a ’null’ (1) or a
word (0).

For the first Neural Network, we used the Bidi-
rectional LSTM (Long-Short Term Networks) with
10 words forward the keyword and 10 words back-
ward the keyword as the input. We added 1 Fully-
Connected layer on top of the Bidirectional LSTM
with two nodes, each represents weather the input
sentence is representing the relation or not.

For the second Neural Network (figure 6), we
used the same input as in the first Neural Network
to the Bidirectional Neural Network. We also added
1 Fully-Connected layer with 20 nodes, each rep-
resents the probability of the corresponding input
word to be the answer.

4 Experiments

Distant Supervision and Neural Networks are in
common in that they both use sentences after pre-
processing such as POS or NER tagging. As it takes
about 10 seconds to process one sentence in our ex-
perimental environment, the total expected time for
preprocessing all TAC KBP 2016 data is 10 (sec)
× 922,633 (the number of sentences in TAC KBP
2016 data set) × 3,600 (sec) = 2,562 (hour). To re-
duce preprocessing time we built a distributed sys-
tem with 8 servers.

We used MongoDB so that servers can communi-
cate with each other. Client servers could access to
MongoDB of the host server and compute in paral-

lel. The distributed procedure is as following (fig-
ure 4). First, a client server read a query and check
from the database if the query is being processed or
already processed. If the query is being processed
or already processed, read the next query. Other-
wise, find answers for the query. To find answers
for the query, a client server need to find sentences
that contain the keyword. A client server check from
the server if the keyword is processed before or not.
If the keyword is not processed before, preprocess
the sentences that contain the keyword and upload
the preprocessed sentences to the database. If the
keyword is processed before, get preprocessed sen-
tences from the database.

We could process 6,679 sentences per hour mak-
ing use of this distributed system. This could be pos-
sible as we reduced unnecessary repetition of pro-
cessing same keywords and processing queries in
parallel.

5 Results

For KBP 2016 Cold Start SF, we submitted 4 kind
of submission.

UNIST SAIL ENG 1 Only use DS based ap-
proach
UNIST SAIL ENG 2 Use DS based approach +
Bidirectional LSTM
UNIST SAIL ENG 3 Only use DS based approach
+ Set the rule by hand
UNIST SAIL ENG 4 Use DS based approach +
Set the rule by hand + Bidirectional LSTM

In first and third submission, we ignore query
when we can not find candidate. The mean-
ing of ”Set the rule by hand” is that we set
some training data as negative. For example,
”UNIST in Ulsan” could be justification of
”org:city of headquarters(UNIST,?)”. It is hard
to decide with only ”UNIST in Ulsan”, because
headquarters of UNIST could be located in other
place. UNIST SAIL ENG 4 perform best out of
our submissions (figure 7).
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